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I wish there were some way in which I could make comprebenaible the feeling of futility that overwhelms when I receive as velleintended a letter as yours of the 12thl 

It has nothing to do with the possibilities of getting Zotakeekerm printed.. 
Rather is it u in part) that you reflect what bee to date and more than ever now been the most ruinous of influences. 
The separation between reality and what most people have a chance to bear is that great. As is the persuasevenes of whet can be heard. by anyone. 
An example: the man in that picture is Oswald (or an i poster). There is no possibility that this man so represented himself. The pictures in the NIReview are those that the CO-MISOi012 published (twice yeti) except for slightly different cropping. The man could not possibly present himself as a counterfeit Oswald and would have been crazy to try at a time when it could be proven Oswald, had left eexico. 
With all the autbencioated lookeeliess and all the authenticated counterfeitings, going back to when Oswald was in Russia and there were imposters there and in New Orleares, wby would anyone be zany enough to introduce another and a non-look-aline? 
Our spooks photograph all entering eertain embassies and consulates. They have done this since FAR recognised the USSR. God knows how many times they shot me when as a coreeepondene I entered and left the USSR blokes on 16th St in Washington. But aa I then did not wear a sign to Identify myself, so also did those en Mexico in. dulge the same oversight. This made actual identification hephasard. Somebody in thk Nosican spookery, where Oswald was unknown, did the wrong arithmetic. It was known that Oswald was there and they ha, this unidentified picture and put them together. When the CIA too late learned the mistake they were too embarrassed to admit it until there remained no choice. But in the same file that had been withheld that contained reports about this picture there were reereneen to pictures in which people actually made identifications of Oswald. When I learned that the nut Pensterwald had sued for the twang ones I suggested he ewe for the right ones. But that did notNit whatever purposes be had in mind and he didnsteead so there is this nothingness 44 which sige mlficance does not exist that takes attentions away from the real and significant and still another opportunity for behind-the-scenes use to discredit everyobe. You know all the executive agencies have formal and informal legislative representatives. This kind of nonsense is used with effectiveness to destroy the credibility of all. "aturally the spooks can eake stuff up, but why not put them to the trouble? Wne enable them to flash real stuff where it counts? Yea'll see what I mean when the Report of the Rocke-feller Comrinsion report?: I'll tick off for you a list of horrors in advance if you want. FTOM the insane Gregory misuse of the "tramp" pictures not of tramps, not at the ONO* Of the crime or at the time and not witbin sight of it to the seemingly respectable but actually utterly irresponsible,and self-promoting Neat, who has this malpractice buate mess he can t promote. And can't advertise it. 

The self-promoters are legion but the authentic experts who have done authentic work ix are few and, I'm sure you don t even knows their names. The bettereknown ones, like Larne, mtendidn t even do all his own original work, has done none since the sv'sr of 1966. WbaEever he uses in speeches that has come out since then be merely rips off. At a conference at NYU a couple of weeks ago he tried to do this with the transcript in di IV. They all, do this one way or another. Shamelessly. Two weeks ago in a press relenso prior to a news conference, at, before and since that conference Wecht actuallthat what I had shaken loose in two FO/ attempts, one still in court, was bi enwork. Be was like a swallowing snake when I showed up. Not having the sense or self-control to back off and say other things he went abead and myasking 
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a *mile of polite questions killed his attention. The press release had. 'atm two Ty crews there, too. I bad feared I was too subtle because I didn t *want &tasty business in DC and because I was quite week. It was the first day I was allowed out after pneumnnia and pleuriey. 

You have the same thing going on out there at this minute, the conference Freed and others have called to promote themselves and nothing else. At it there is not an authentic assassination expert. Same have been published, but even those who have good reputations in other areas have produced garbage only in this. The PreedeLane Bseoutive action is acteally a direct theft from a black book by the French CIA, SAFE, probably with CIA collaboration (of the latter only do i not have proof). I know the field and the fact as nobody else does because I am the only one who has been in it continuously-and ooncentratedly from the first and I do assure you that these are not those who have done and are doindebat reasonable people who have any knowledge can call real work. 

Lane is an exceediniele able man, an effective showman, but be has the conscience of a stiff peleke 	oats t appear with me because he knows I'll not sit still for the miserable tricks he pulls to deceive people while promoting ht  elf and will riaiculo him for his grove errors. I've done it end he has never once been able to come back. SG, with his eonnectionfs, he it ble to oee to it that I am not 'hero. When he could not prevent this at the NIU meetine, although I was too sick to make my speech, he remained the keynoter, the only one. I was to be another. De got no mention, not attention in the press. But to give you an idea of what the media can do when they have the responsible and the new,I had a press conference that received exceptional electrode coverage. Although I had a fever of 102 I did ge through with that. All the net key stations covered, most or the indes did, an,! one, CBS', used taped except* hourly around the clock the first day and for the next five days intermittently. People inside CBS have never heard of this attention to a single tape, a single appearance. 

The media ie prejudiced eaouete as your own experience shows. But all the crap they know enough to rcccgatze as crap merely turns them off en the subject and all real woeeers in it. You should hear what editors tell me about their reaction to what crosses their desks! 

Again the current UCLA conferences why do you think I was not invited? Who do they have to talk on the Rine aneaseination? A nut fro the Detroit pea, a free-lancer who wrote a silly piece that, where it was in contact with reality, waa all my work:. Not became my work is not known. J''?" sled has been playing game ,:it's me for rare than a year ostensibly with the intent of doing a Xing movie around my work. But getting anything firm from him is impossible. When I would not go for a contract that was meaningless eecept for tying me up (which making a verbal agreement also accomplished) he wrote that he agreed with my request for taagibl,s one specifics ana could provide them. In five month siCte, silence. No doubt he is ceseged in ripping it off now. We'll know soon enough* 

For all the unreal, like Executive Action and what they are up to now there is support. Actually, as the basis for Executive Action served spook purposes, eo does all this wrongheaded stuff. So there is no real comeereial fear in it. 
So, it was not neceasary, as you put it, for the spooks to work out this promise. Those supposedly on our aide, including to the best of my recollection all the so-called assasination experts in your area now any maw other-, have alrea4y done this for the government. 

And here lies the greatest of the futilities and frustrations with which I seek to cope. With time I could better devote to other work these characters could then steal. ft is worse because the climate has changed and there is a Congressional 



tellaingoeoo to take a Ica. But as each makes his own inquiry he bets soared and turned off because what he looks into turns out to be no .fact. There may yet be a hopes with owe of the new, younger Memberse but the once fine chances with the major committees are now utterly ruined and the best we can reasonable hope for is that they will not do as the Rockefeller Commission will. 
MO purpose in takino this time is not to unload. it is an afoot to inform you. You have no independent way of distinguiOhing between fact and fiction. WhO does? And I appreciate your willingness to try to bo bolpful. 
Lou Gordon is abl€ to discredit because those he can pick and oh000 discredit theoselves. it takes more than the drama of th.. eapruder film to have a real impact where it counts. The nisi is not conclusive. It is dramatic, it does shock. But it does oot orove. Groden, hose photo-optics is'eocelleat, originally did that boot for me. 	nova: knew much about the assasaivation itself. ge is not even a reader. But when Gregoey saw the ;oleic-relations possibiltties tha:5r all rushed off to wellopublicioed ruen. I did what I could to deter the insane and to hold ''rodeo iu chock, but when I was not present it was impossible. Groden tried to ost Gordon to use me on the ahow. Gordon knows me form tbo time he tried to poll the stuff of which you talt with me. I took his show and bin audience, so he's not about to repeat it. The actuality is teat just before each of his appearances on the Gordon show Groden called me from r 
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and preped him as beet I could. If he was able to restrict Idooelf to what I counselled and gave him for the Spitz confrontation he cane off ok. If not, Gordon suooeeded. Goraon is not aired around bore. 

Tte problem olth copies of Poet Lortem is payees  for mokino them and one other„ I have no copies of thereoted firnt two oorts wethout risking damago to the master, which io camera-ready. Imay how to mOko tboao I'll know within a week. I have X€T1130r,  of the totally oroovisee floot too oorta eut. I've: cooled some of it since. Not major but somo especially on the Washlooton Post. The one complete copy other thoo the tartar that I ead in my peosonal possession had bang at Playboy Press for about two mouths. That bureaucracy has not decided, after a favorable editorial. re00000hdation, There is another in New York and still another in London. I've asked for the return of the loud= copy and the one in chew York is to have been mode available to a friend long in publiobiao who :as developer an interest. The friend who had it was, after a wok, still reluctant to part with it. Bather than go to 'weir Yore and take it physically I'll have to rink handliag the oaotoo, ohich • has corrections taped on. But I wontt be able to do anything until after Wednesday, when I spend teo seining in court OA the current POI suit that has given oo enough aireaey to broOk the whole case with it aloe: if it can get attention. 
I mean for real. But nobody with coney takes the time to look and see, ani the major media remains in terror of the truth and the oonsoquenteo. It is u short- sighted and anti-establishmentarian view that the Entablisboent does hold. it 
While lono eotorionco with porootual plaoiariom does mokame uneasy about letting copies go to otranoero, %lono I have no realalternative. I would nut h prefer that thou oeo have o real interest come here. Than I can caw show the doeumoatarO proofs within the (Maine of possession to my oouroes. You can t put this in a via. be preference is unreal because these people put too high a also on their time Aad boxo lived lives of making successes with the unreal. Dealing with fact and toe most sensational fact is forsion to them. 

Bed my solooduled appearance on the Sabl show not been seraclesd with their internal troubles :'d hove boon out thorn ar theoe people could have questioned .me and seen what I could havo carried with os. I don t suppose anyone 	bolievo it but in the 000roe of th iotonse decode I've spent to this I have coma into posoession of a largo number of pr000rties that are both socially useful and comoeroially promising. Lilo* a new Citizen Zane on one extreme and spook stories on the other. I aan t carry all this stuff around and those who can make money with them don t tyke the ti ....Iva been interrupted a number of times over the two days it has taken to write this. I hope it comes through to you as I intend. I realize it can sound nutty but it is the trutboThahke, 


